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Regional research is an important perspective for studying Chinese history，and it
is also the starting point of this dissertation. However, in the aspect of region division,
the author does not choose to divide a region with certain standards, such as
geographical features and marketing systems, but according to the macroregional
control system that a dynastic state establishes. And on this basis, the author probes
into the control process, ways of a dynastic state and its significance, in another word,
the author researches a region by puting it in the political process. This dissertation
takes Long You Dao（陇右道） in Tang Dynasty as a starting point, it studies
macroregional division, control and its significance, and the conclusions are draw as
follows:
Firstly,when Shi Dao（十道）are divided during Zhen Guan（贞观）Period, twenty
one Zhou（州）under the administration of Long You Dao are named Long You（陇
右）, it is an succession of the result of Long You conceptual evolution. The name of
Long You is first seen in the period between two Han Dynasties, it is considered as a
broad geographical conception, compared with He Xi（河西）, generally refers to the
area west of Long Mountain and east of the Yellow River. In the period of Sixteen
States, Du Du Long You Zhu Jun Shi（都督陇右诸军事） is awarded frequently,
making the word “Long You” begin to turn into a specialized name of a macroregion.
Besides, the area it refers to also extends continuously — spans across the Yellow
River and He Xi is included. Differing from the Sixteen states, in the Western Wei
Dynasty and Northern Zhou Dynasty, Long You Du Qu（陇右督区）or Zong Guan Qu
（总管区）has its specific states, its region includs both He Xi and Long You at the
maximum, making Long You change from a broad geographical conception into a
specialized name of a macroregion, and at the same time, the region it refers to













Secondly,the formation and changes of Long You Dao’s districts in Tang
Dynasty have profound historical origin, it doesn’t equal to the area that is divided
according to geographical landmarks, such as mountains and rivers. Actually, since
Qin and Han Dynasties, Long Mountain is taken as a boundary to divide Guan Zhong
（关中）and the area west of it. The way of incorporating the area south of Long
Mountain into Long You Dao can be traced back to as far as the Eastern Han Dynasty,
and lasts until the Northern Dynasties and Sui and Tang Dynasties. And this area is
administrated by Long You Du Du（陇右都督）or Zong Guan（总管）most of the time.
As the situation changes, the area north of Qi and Long belongs to either Guan Zhong
or Long You, and it is sometimes considered as an independent area. But at least since
the Western Wei Dynasty, it is rarely incorporated into Long You. What’s more, the
separation and incorporation between He Xi Dao（河西道）and Long You Dao are
uncertain, it has an early origin. For example, the establishment of Yong Zhou（廱州）
in the area of He Xi Si Jun（河西四郡）in late Eastern Han Dynasty, and the
establishment of He Xi Du Qu（河西督区）in the Western Wei and Northern Zhou
Dynasties.
Thirdly,the core problems and difficulties of controlling Long You Dao are
invasion of minorities in northwest China. Because Dao’s control of a district is weak,
the dynastic state still needs other ways of macroregional control as supplementary in
the face of these problems. On the issue of Tu Yu Hun（吐谷浑）, Zong Guan Fu or
Du Du Fu of Min Zhou（岷州）and Lan Zhou（兰州）are established successively.
Later, in the face of Tibetan Regime’s invasion, the dynastic state adjusts the frontier
defense system on a large scale, the position of Long You Zhu Jun Zhou Da Shi（陇右
诸军州大使）develops into He Xi Jie Du Shi（河西节度使）and Long You Jie Du Shi
（陇右节度使） . In the process of macroregional control adjustment in Long You
Dao, its core area also transfers from Qin Zhou（秦州）to the southwest, such as Shan
Zhou（鄯州）and Tao Zhou（洮州）, which is close to the border districts. Outside the
core area, Long You Dao region’s local frontier defense system is perfected by













Yellow River, Huangshui（湟水）and Taoshui（洮水）river basins. Moreover, the Tang
Dynasty adopts flexible personnel tactics to make this system work effectively in
Long You region.
Fourthly,as for Tang Dynasty, the importance of Long You region depends on its
military force. Although the figures of Long You region are the creators of Guan
Long Group（关陇集团）, their proportion in hierarchy is low since the Western Wei
Dynasty, and they aren’t in the ascendant. Afterwards, they decline thoroughly in the
earlier period of Tang Dynasty. In the central politics, except the Lees of Gao Ping（高
平李氏）in the Northern Zhou and Sui Dynasties, there are few figures that can have a
crucial influence. By contrast, the figures of Long You region play a more important
role in local ruling, especially in He Xi and Long You.
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